Slanket Folding Guide

This guide shows you how to fold your Slanket as it was when it was in the package. Please note that not all Slankets are alike and different versions and sizes you may need to adjust some of the folding.

Step 1: Lay the Slanket out with the arm holes facing up.

Step 2: Fold over a third of The Slanket toward the middle. Fold the sleeve so its length fits into the previously folded third.
Step 3: Fold the other end flush with previously folded edge and keep the 2nd sleeve.

Step 4: Fold the top down ending just below the sleeve.
Step 5: Fold the bottom a third of the way up.

Step 6: Fold again the same amount.
Step 7: Fold up once more, flush with top edge.

Step 8: Finally fold the sleeve over, displaying the logo.